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The Drake Oil Well Commemorative Barlow: 
Queen Cutlery's First Intentional Collector Knife:  
 
Dan Lago and Fred Fisher, 11-24, 2020 

We gratefully acknowledge suggestions for improvement in this article by 
Fred R. Sampson and David Krauss.  

 

Figure 1, the Drake Well Barlow Knife. This knife had four features that 
made it special. It had a blade etch devoted to a unique historical event of 
great interest in Titusville, Pa., It had a unique tang stamp used for only 
one year, 1972, on both the tang and the large bolster. It had a unique 
model number (#139), and it was offered only one time in limited numbers 
compared to the regular production barlow knife.  It used sawcut bone 
handles rather than current knives' delrin. In addition to commemorating 
the 113 year of the actual well, it was also the 50th anniversary of the 
founding of Queen City in 1922. 
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 In other ways, the knife was not all that unusual – it was essentially 
like the regular two-blade clip barlow with small spear, (model #22), that 
the company had offered consistently since its first catalog in 1947, with the 
same brown sawcut bone scales from the early days, and with the same 
hardware store six-pack blue box – no special box (for those interested you 
can refer to our article on Queen boxes from 1947-1971, on this website). 

 

Figure 2. Box for The Drake Well Barlow, showing price of $34.00. Not a 
"collector box" for each individual knife (and beyond the wholesale price 
announced in the press release – Figure 4). These boxes are very rare. 
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 Since this knife was developed in the very early years of Servotronics 
ownership of Queen Cutlery, there has been some thought that the new 
owners had wanted to move into the increasing interest and market for 
collector knives. That does not seem to be the case. They sold off almost all 
their completed knives in the vault, so completing orders in a timely way 
became a persistent problem for the company. They also sold parts for 
knives throughout the 70s, so others could complete knives that look like 
Queen knives, but didn't carry the warranty – eventually they stopped this 
practice when it caused problems for the company's own products.   

 However, one thing they started to do was to give salesmen more 
freedom to explore opportunities for Special factory orders (SFO). One 
salesman, whose name has been lost over the last 50 years, had the local 
western Pennsylvania region to cover, and was active in his home 
community in planning for the annual Titusville, Pennsylvania Oil Days 
Festival held each August. It celebrates the success of the first commercial 
Oil well in the United States.   

 Drilled by hand in 1859, along the banks of Oil Creek, it is the first 
commercial oil well in the United States. Drake Well was listed on National 
Register of Historic Places and designated a National Historic Landmark in 
1966. It was designated a Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark in 
1979. The well was designated a National Historic Chemical Landmark in 
2009, on the sesquicentennial of the strike.  Titusville and the region 
benefitted greatly from the first oil boom and the riches that led to the 
name for the town as "The Queen City."  

 So, just as the community has persisted in keeping the first oil well in 
the national memory, they also urged Queen Cutlery to develop a special 
commemorative knife for sale locally during Titusville’s annual August “Oil 
Days” Festival. The salesman convinced Robert Mathews, Vice President of 
the company at that time, to get behind the project (Fred R. Sampson, 
personal communication, 2020). Mathews was a lifetime resident of 
Titusville, and no doubt knew many of the Oil Days planners and sponsors. 
He agreed and helped to broaden interest in the Servotronics management 
(In Franklinville, NY) and by working with Dewey Ferguson. author of "The 
Romance of Knife Collecting". Ferguson's book, a landmark book for knife 
collectors, covered four knife companies, including Queen Cutlery.  

 Robert Mathews, it seems, had been successful in gaining 
Servotronics support and increasing the size of the edition beyond what 
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could reasonably be expected from just local sales associated with the Oil 
Days festival. Note the distinction between Mathews letters to Ferguson 
with Titusville address, and the press release from Servotronics 
management announcing the features of the knife and that Queen had 
contracted with the Ischua Valley Outfitters to manage the marketing of the 
knife nationally (Figures 3, 4, And 5).   

 

Figure 3. Letter from Robert Mathews to Dewey Ferguson, 8-30-1972. 
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Figure 4. Queen Press Release with Ischua Valley Outfitters on Selling the 
Drake Well Barlow, (page 1.) 
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Figure 5. Queen Press Release with Ischua Velley Outfitters on the Drake 
Well Barlow, (page 2.) 

 This press release clears up the total number of Drake Well barlows 
that may have been produced – approximately 3,600. Since Franklinville 
NY, Where Queen's business operations were handled, was in the Ischua 
Valley in NY, less than 10 miles from Ischua Valley Outfitters offices, there 
is little doubt that Servotronics, through their other cutlery company, 
Ontario Knife Company, held the reins for the marketing effort. While 
Robert Mathews, from his own office, contacted an influential collector 
with news, not only about the knife, but about the limited use of the 50th 
anniversary tang stamp, as well as other news about very limited tang 
stamps they had produced after resuming tang stamps. He clearly was 
supportive of this knife and the project. 
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Figure 6. An original "mock-up" board for Dewey Ferguson's Romance of 
Knife Collecting (2nd edition), p. 219, showing he responded completely to 
Robert Mathews letter promoting the Drake Well Barlow.  (Collection of 
Fred Fisher). 
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 The knife as sold by Ischua Valley Outfitters did not immediately sell-
out (even though the price seems very nice to us). Though the 
announcement was made in later summer of 1972, the knife was still 
offered on Queen's own price lists in 1977 and 1978, (see price lists on our 
website) as well as in the large 1981 catalog – nine years after the deal. This 
suggests that Ischua Valley Outfitters connection did not go all that well. 

 This knife is still often seen on the Internet sites and is often in pretty 
good condition, despite being a very practical knife. It is the first of several 
Drake well commemoratives Queen offered and its tang stamp and bolster 
marks are well recognized as a 50th year one-time use. It used sawcut bone 
rather than the more common delrin used in the regular production #22 
barlow.  

 The blade etch on this knife was used in every subsequent Drake well 
commemorative the company released. Most collectors of traditional Queen 
knives feel this is an important knife because of its role in opening the door 
to collector knives – the first.    
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